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Oral Comprehension 
Scale Score: Less than 510
 

 
Scale Score: 510–526
 

 
Scale Score: 527–554
 

 
Scale Score: 555–580
 

Standard IXL skills

Literal 1. Find the picture that matches the action
verb   T8Q

Interpretive 1. What am I?   WL7

Standard IXL skills

Literal

Interpretive 1. What am I?   WL7

Standard IXL skills

Literal

Interpretive 1. What am I?   7QZ

Standard IXL skills

Literal 1. Who is the narrator?   2P7

Interpretive 1. Use actions and dialogue to understand
characters   8G5
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Basic understanding 
Scale Score: Less than 510
 

 
Scale Score: 510–526
 

Standard IXL skills

Sentence Meaning Short vowel words
1. Choose the short a sentence that matches the

picture   MXG

2. Choose the short e sentence that matches the
picture   UN5

3. Choose the short i sentence that matches the
picture   MQ2

4. Choose the short o sentence that matches the
picture   2R8

5. Choose the short u sentence that matches the
picture   NXQ

Complete sentences
6. Complete the sentence with the correct short

vowel word   KNM

7. Complete the sentence with a noun to match the
picture   24M

Questions
8. Read questions with short vowel words   WYM

Word Recognition Graphics 1. Choose the two words that are the same   6FN

2. Find a word in a sentence   G45

3. Choose the two sight words that are the
same   DRT

Standard IXL skills

Sentence Meaning Action verbs
1. Find the picture that matches the action

verb   T8Q

Multiple-meaning words
2. Multiple-meaning words with pictures   5K5
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Scale Score: 527–554
 

Sentence types
3. Is it a telling sentence or an asking

sentence?   HG5

4. Identify exclamations   JF9

5. Identify questions   5M6

6. Identify statements   AD9

Complete sentences
7. Unscramble the words to make a complete

sentence   JT8

8. Complete the sentence with the best
subject   XES

9. Complete the sentence with the best verb   LJK

10. Complete the sentence with the correct
personal pronoun   7RT

Past, present, and future
11. Select the sentence that tells about the

future   BRB

12. Select the sentence that tells about the
past   65G

13. Select the sentence that tells about the
present   5BH

Sequence
14. Place sentences on a timeline   38F

15. Put the sentences in order   9JM

Word Recognition Graphics 1. Read sight words: review sets 1–10   H2X

Standard IXL skills

Sentence Meaning Short vowel words
1. Choose the short a sentence that matches the

picture   BEB

2. Choose the short e sentence that matches the
picture   U73

3. Choose the short i sentence that matches the
picture   EH5

4. Choose the short o sentence that matches the
picture   UKW
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Scale Score: 555–580
 

5. Choose the short u sentence that matches the
picture   SSP

6. Complete the sentence with the correct short
vowel word   EN9

Silent e words
7. Choose the silent e sentence that matches the

picture   DYH

Word Recognition Graphics 1. Read sight words: review sets 1–7   2VW

Stated Information Graphics 1. Use text features   YCR

Standard IXL skills

Sentence Meaning Vowel team words
1. Choose the vowel team sentence that matches

the picture   MU2

Nouns
2. Complete the sentence with a noun to match the

picture   DWB

Multiple-meaning words
3. Multiple-meaning words with pictures   GB8

Action verbs and verb tense
4. Complete the sentence with an action verb to

match the picture   DVJ

5. Match the -ed and -ing sentences to the
pictures   LNZ

Word Recognition Graphics 1. Read sight words: review sets 1–7   2VW

Stated Information Graphics 1. Use text features   YCR
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Scale Score: 581–598
 

Standard IXL skills

Sentence Meaning Word types
1. Choose the silent e sentence that matches the

picture   JYQ

2. Choose the vowel team sentence that matches
the picture   DJD

3. Choose the r-control sentence that matches the
picture   XCE

4. Choose the diphthong sentence that matches
the picture   XM8

5. Choose the soft g or soft c sentence that
matches the picture   59B

Idiomatic expressions
6. Choose the picture that matches the idiomatic

expression   XFB

Sight words
7. Complete the sentence with the correct sight

word   WPY

Word Recognition Graphics 1. Choose the sight word that you hear   57H

Initial Understanding 1. Which book title goes with the picture?   2RA

Stated Information 1. Select the detail that does not support the topic
sentence   WXK

Stated Information Graphics 1. Use text features   MKE

Sequence 1. Order events in a story   5YL

Vocabulary 1. Choose the synonym   JJX

2. Choose the antonym   9Y4
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Scale Score: 599–615
 

 
Scale Score: 616–627
 

Standard IXL skills

Sentence Meaning Use context to complete the sentence
1. Complete the sentence with a three-letter

consonant blend word   QZY

2. Complete the sentence with a two-syllable
word   THW

Match sentence meaning
3. Which sentence has the same meaning?   7X5

Word Recognition Graphics 1. Choose the sight word that you hear   57H

Initial Understanding 1. Read about famous people   5MZ

Stated Information 1. Compare and contrast in informational
passages   NQN

Stated Information Graphics 1. Use text features   MKE

Sequence 1. Order events in a story   5YL

Vocabulary 1. Determine the meaning of a word with pre-, re-,
or mis-   KQY

2. Use the prefixes pre-, re-, and mis-   JBV

3. Determine the meaning of a word with -ful or
-less   6TR

4. Prefixes and suffixes: review   5ES

Standard IXL skills

Initial Understanding; Stated Information Fiction
1. Which book title goes with the picture?   NX9

2. Read fantasy with illustrations   YGF

3. Read historical fiction with illustrations   JC7

4. Read science fiction with illustrations   2ZK
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Nonfiction
5. Read about food   VJM

6. Read about art, music, and traditions   5TX

7. Read about sports and hobbies   BG9

Sequence 1. Put the sentences in order   KWL

2. Identify time-order words   XRD

Vocabulary 1. Determine the meaning of words using
synonyms in context   WZZ
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Introduction to print 
Scale Score: Less than 510
 

Standard IXL skills

Environmental Print

Sound/Visual Recognition Word recognition
1. Choose the two words that are the same   6FN

Sight words
2. Choose the two sight words that are the

same   DRT

Blend and segment
3. Identify the first, second, and last sound in a

word   B2Y

Consonant sounds and letters
4. Find the words that begin with a given

sound   SYE

5. Which two words end with the same sound?   ND6

6. Which two words start with the same
sound?   QRJ

Consonant blends and digraphs
7. Does the word start with a consonant

blend?   PKC

8. Does the word end with a consonant blend?   JA9

Short a
9. Find the short a word   8S3

10. Choose the short a word that matches the
picture   XS9

Short e
11. Find the short e word   UMT

12. Choose the picture that matches the short e
word   XGG

Short i
13. Find the short i word   Z72
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14. Choose the short i word that matches the
picture   2YY

Short o
15. Find the short o word   97H

16. Choose the short o word that matches the
picture   2PD

Short u
17. Find the short u word   G7Q

18. Choose the picture that matches the short u
word   9XY

Short vowels
19. Identify the short vowel sound in a word   7EX

Long vowels
20. Find the long a word   QCC

21. Find the long e word   LP5

22. Find the long i word   ZYG

23. Find the long o word   FBP

24. Find the long u word   5PG

Rhyming words
25. Which word does not rhyme?   YB7

Word Analysis Syllables
1. How many syllables does the word have?   GNB

Antonyms
2. Match antonyms to pictures   FYK

Multiple-meaning words
3. Multiple-meaning words with pictures   5K5

Vowels
4. Find the vowel in the word   8K9
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Scale Score: 510–526
 

Standard IXL skills

Environmental Print

Sound/Visual Recognition Word recognition
1. Find a word in a sentence   G45

Sight words
2. Read sight words: review sets 1–10   H2X

Blend and segment
3. Blend each sound in a word together   6SJ

4. Put the sounds in order   9SW

Consonant sounds and letters
5. Choose the letter that matches the consonant

sound: review   XVA

6. Which letter does the word start with?   ZCY

7. Which letter does the word end with?   92S

Consonant blends and digraphs
8. Complete the word with the right initial

consonant blend   6V9

9. Complete the word with the right final consonant
blend   ZR7

10. Which consonant blend does the word start
with?   UMK

11. Which consonant blend does the word end
with?   Z5A

12. Choose the word that matches the picture: -ss,
-ll, -ff, -zz, -ck   LZ8

13. Choose the correct digraph   NTC

Short vowels
14. Complete the short a word   MB9

15. Complete the short e word   68W

16. Complete the short i words   HGL

17. Complete the short o word   5AN

18. Complete the short u word   Y5Q
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19. Complete the word with the right short
vowel   TAL

Long vowels
20. Which two words have the same vowel

sound?   UPW

21. Sort short and long vowel words   RRY

Silent e
22. Complete the silent e words   XBH

Rhyming words
23. Which two words have the same ending?   AKH

24. Choose the picture that rhymes with the
word   RQK

25. Complete the poem with the word that
rhymes   PBN

Word Analysis Syllables
1. Which word has more syllables?   CQH

2. Sort by the number of syllables   NDL

Synonyms and antonyms
3. Match synonyms   9DX

4. Choose the synonyms   D7E

5. Choose the antonyms   YAU

Compound words
6. Form compound words with pictures   T2T

Shades of meaning
7. Find the words with related meanings   BHM

Prefixes and suffixes
8. Use words with prefixes and suffixes   AJM

9. Understand words with prefixes and
suffixes   5DZ
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Scale Score: 527–554
 

Standard IXL skills

Sound/Visual Recognition Sight words
1. Read sight words: review sets 1–7   2VW

Blend and segment
2. Identify each sound in a word   ZUQ

3. Put the sounds in order   6BW

Consonant sounds and letters
4. Which letter does the word start with?   EAD

5. Which letter does the word end with?   VYN

Consonant blends and digraphs
6. Does the word start with a consonant

blend?   RG8

7. Does the word end with a consonant blend?   XKE

8. Complete the word to match the picture: -ss, -ll,
-ff, -zz, -ck   R88

Short vowels
9. Choose the short a word that matches the

picture   A57

10. Choose the picture that matches the short e
word   CDT

11. Choose the short i word that matches the
picture   87T

12. Choose the picture that matches the short u
word   VKE

13. Identify the short vowel sound in a word   NZK

Short and long vowels
14. Match the short a and long a words to

pictures   EDY

15. Match the short e and long e words to
pictures   BS2

16. Choose the short i or long i word that matches
the picture   FY9

17. Choose the short o or long o word that matches
the picture   UZW
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18. Choose the short u or long u word that
matches the picture   8QD

Silent e
19. Choose the silent e word that matches the

picture   C9A

Vowel teams
20. Choose the picture that matches the vowel

team word   5P7

R-controlled vowels
21. Choose the r-control word that matches the

picture   GZU

Soft g and c
22. Pick the soft g or soft c word that matches the

picture   LPR

Diphthongs
23. Choose the diphthong word that matches the

picture   UJB

Syllables
24. Put two syllables together to create a word:

easier   ATP

25. Is the syllable open or closed?   DHD

Rhyming words
26. Choose the picture that rhymes with the

word   X6Q

Word Analysis Vowels
1. Find the vowels in a word   SYL

Syllables
2. How many syllables does the word have?   75Z

Categories
3. Sort words into categories   R89

Synonyms and antonyms
4. Choose the synonyms   8NP

5. Choose the antonyms   9TV
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Scale Score: 555–580
 

Multiple-meaning words
6. Multiple-meaning words with pictures   GB8

Shades of meaning
7. Find the words with related meanings   9Q8

Prefixes and suffixes
8. Use words with prefixes and suffixes   MRW

Idioms
9. Choose the picture that matches the idiomatic

expression   SV5

Standard IXL skills

Sound/Visual Recognition Blend and segment
1. Blend each sound in a word together   WP2

Consonant sounds and letters
2. Which two words start with the same

sound?   2UE

3. Which two words end with the same sound?   J2G

Consonant blends and digraphs
4. Complete the word with the right initial

consonant blend   B9P

5. Complete the word with the right final consonant
blend   5U7

6. Fill in the missing consonant blend   ZRL

7. Choose the correct digraph   2FQ

8. Complete the word with the right digraph   L78

9. Sort by initial consonant blend or digraph   8HN

10. Complete the word with a three-letter
consonant blend   CCJ

Short vowels
11. Complete the short a word   LWH

12. Complete the short e word   HXK

13. Complete the short i words   NSX

14. Complete the short u word   EGH
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15. Complete the word with the right short
vowel   KGL

Short and long vowels
16. Sort short and long vowel words   LLR

Silent letters
17. Complete the silent e words   F8K

18. Complete the words with silent letters   CB9

Vowel teams
19. Complete the vowel team words   KDH

20. Complete the word with the right vowel
team   BUQ

R-controlled vowels
21. Complete the word with the right r-controlled

vowel: ar, er, ir, or, ur   WSL

Diphthongs
22. Complete the word with the right diphthong: oi,

oy, ou, ow   NMA

Two-syllable words
23. Complete the two-syllable words   JGR

24. Put two syllables together to create a word:
harder   Q5Y

Rhyming words
25. Which word does not rhyme?   GNM

26. Complete the poem with a word that
rhymes   GKP

Word Analysis Syllables
1. Sort by the number of syllables   X7C

Categories
2. Which word is not like the others?   9S3

Shades of meaning
3. Describe the difference between related

words   QWP

4. Order related words based on meaning   ZLH
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Scale Score: 581–598
 

Prefixes and suffixes
5. Understand words with prefixes and

suffixes   GQB

Compound words
6. Form compound words with pictures   VTR

Homophones
7. Homophones with pictures   QBV

Standard IXL skills

Word Analysis Syllables
1. How many syllables does the word have?   BX6

Prefixes and suffixes
2. Identify base words, prefixes, and suffixes   8F6

Compound words
3. Form compound words with pictures   87D

Categories
4. Which word is not like the others?   DVZ

Synonyms and antonyms
5. Choose the synonym   JJX

6. Choose the antonym   9Y4

Homophones
7. Homophones with pictures   F6T

8. Identify homophones   TUJ

Multiple-meaning words
9. Multiple-meaning words with pictures   WVW

Shades of meaning
10. Shades of meaning with pictures   W8Q

11. Find the words with related meanings   C65
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Scale Score: 599–615
 

Idioms
12. Choose the picture that matches the idiomatic

expression   XFB

Standard IXL skills

Word Analysis Syllables
1. Sort by the number of syllables   5HX

2. Put two syllables together to create a word:
harder   K6M

Prefixes and suffixes
3. Complete the word with the ending that you

hear   E9G

Compound words
4. Form compound words   GRF

5. Form and use compound words   P7P

Categories
6. Sort words into categories   DRQ

Homophones
7. Use the correct homophone   Q92

Shades of meaning
8. Describe the difference between related

words   54B

9. Order related words based on meaning   QCT
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Analyze text 
Scale Score: 527–554
 

 
Scale Score: 555–580
 

Standard IXL skills

Conclusions 1. Order images in a story   J5D

Story Elements/Plot Events in a story
1. What is the picture about?   CGN

Setting and characters
2. Choose the picture that matches the setting or

character   RYS

Read literary texts
3. Read along with fantasy   Z6B

4. Read along with realistic fiction   Y2M

Nonfiction Elements 1. Read along about science and nature   23A

2. Read along about food   6U7

3. Read along about famous people   2YX

Standard IXL skills

Conclusions 1. Order images in a story   J5D

Story Elements/Plot Events in a story
1. What will happen next?   6XA

Theme
2. Determine the themes of myths, fables, and

folktales   PNN

Setting and characters
3. Choose the picture that matches the setting or

character   RYS

Read literary texts
4. Read animal fantasy   CBY
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Scale Score: 581–598
 

 
Scale Score: 599–615
 

5. Read realistic fiction   VQ2

6. Read myths, legends, and fables   46D

Nonfiction Elements 1. Read about animals   5NS

2. Read about famous places   ZHA

3. Read about sports and hobbies   2MH

Standard IXL skills

Main Idea/Theme 1. Use key details to determine the main idea   LMZ

Cause/Effect; Conclusions 1. Match each effect to its cause   J68

2. Make predictions about a story   KUK

Story Elements/Character; Story
Elements/Setting

1. Choose the picture that matches the setting or
character   ZSQ

2. Read realistic fiction   UC6

Standard IXL skills

Main Idea/Theme Main idea
1. Choose topic sentences for narrative

paragraphs   YME

2. Choose topic sentences for expository
paragraphs   AQZ

Theme
3. Determine the themes of myths, fables, and

folktales   VES

Cause/Effect; Conclusions 1. Match each cause to its effect   X8Z

2. Make predictions about a story   KUK

Story Elements/Character Inference
1. Use actions and dialogue to understand

characters   ZDC

2. Compare and contrast characters   CBL

3. Draw inferences from a text   XEU
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Scale Score: 616–627
 

Point of view
4. Distinguish characters' point of view   ZT7

Read fiction
5. Read along with realistic fiction   BU7

6. Read science fiction   ZV5

7. Read along with historical fiction   FNE

Story Elements/Setting 1. Choose the picture that matches the setting or
character   ZSQ

Standard IXL skills

Main Idea/Theme; Supporting Evidence 1. Use key details to determine the main idea   NHQ

Conclusions 1. Make predictions about a story   FWT

Compare/Contrast 1. Compare mythological illustrations   LW5

2. Compare and contrast in informational
texts   UNG

Story Elements/Character 1. Use actions and dialogue to understand
characters   PQQ

Story Elements/Plot 1. Read drama   MZC

2. Read realistic fiction with illustrations   QTL

3. Read historical fiction with illustrations   JC7

Story Elements/Setting 1. Identify story elements   CXN
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Evaluate and extend meaning 
Scale Score: 527–554
 

 
Scale Score: 555–580
 

 
Scale Score: 581–598
 

Standard IXL skills

Critical Assessment 1. Which feeling matches the picture?   ZS9

2. Which could happen in real life?   EZB

Predict/Hypothesize 1. What will happen next?   6XA

Standard IXL skills

Critical Assessment 1. Identify the purpose of a text   2XC

Predict/Hypothesize 1. Match each cause to its effect   Z55

2. Match each effect to its cause   RH2

Standard IXL skills

Reality/Fantasy 1. Read animal fantasy   CBY

Generalize 1. Which book title goes with the picture?   2RA

Author/Purpose 1. Choose the text that matches the writer's
purpose   K42

2. Identify the purpose of a text   Y2F

Critical Assessment 1. Which could happen in real life?   D5P

Predict/Hypothesize 1. What will happen next?   3V8

Extend/Apply Meaning 1. Determine the themes of myths, fables, and
folktales   VES
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Scale Score: 599–615
 

 
Scale Score: 616–627
 

Standard IXL skills

Reality/Fantasy Reality
1. Read about animals   W8U

2. Read along about art, music, and traditions   H6K

3. Read about sports and hobbies   6YH

Fantasy
4. Read animal fantasy   RC7

Generalize 1. Order items from most general to most
specific   35V

Author/Purpose 1. Determine the topic and purpose of
informational passages   Y2G

2. Choose the text that matches the writer's
purpose   Y9R

3. Identify an author's statement of opinion   95J

Critical Assessment 1. Read realistic fiction   UC6

Predict/Hypothesize 1. What will happen next?   3V8

Extend/Apply Meaning 1. Determine the themes of myths, fables, and
folktales   VES

Standard IXL skills

Reality/Fantasy 1. Read fantasy with illustrations   YGF

2. Read science fiction with illustrations   2ZK

3. Read realistic fiction with illustrations   QTL

Generalize 1. Which book title goes with the picture?   NX9

2. Order items from most general to most
specific   35V

Author/Purpose 1. Identify the author's purpose: mixed media   BWA
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Critical Assessment 1. Match problems with their solutions   T8Y

2. Match causes with effects   76M

Predict/Hypothesize 1. Make predictions about a story   FWT

Extend/Apply Meaning Theme
1. Determine the themes of myths, fables, and

folktales   7T9

Similes and metaphors
2. Similes and metaphors with pictures   J6C

3. Identify similes and metaphors   S6P
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Reading and writing strategies 
Scale Score: 527–554
 

Standard IXL skills

Vocabulary Strategies Nouns
1. Complete the sentence with a noun to match the

picture   DWB

Adjectives
2. Use number words   5L4

3. Use sense words   6L8

4. Use color words   E85

Action verbs
5. Complete the sentence with an action verb to

match the picture   DVJ

Prepositions
6. Select the best preposition to match the

picture   CEM

Question words
7. Who, what, when, where, or why?   YE8

Context clues
8. Use context to identify the meaning of a

word   PNM

Graphic Strategies 1. Match the -ed and -ing sentences to the
pictures   LNZ

Writing Development 1. Identify statements   WPP

2. Identify questions   GPT

3. Identify exclamations   CX2

4. Identify commands   8YH

5. Choose the right end mark   B6R
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Scale Score: 555–580
 

 
Scale Score: 581–598
 

Standard IXL skills

Vocabulary Strategies Adjectives
1. Compare pictures using adjectives   KDN

2. Compare pictures using comparative and
superlative adjectives   SMZ

Prepositions
3. Select the best preposition to complete the

sentence   SXL

Context clues
4. Use context to identify the meaning of a

word   TGU

Graphic Strategies 1. Match the -ed and -ing sentences to the
pictures   AHU

Writing Development Descriptive details
1. Add descriptive details to sentences   NTL

2. Revise the sentence using a stronger verb   SSX

Dialogue
3. Insert dialogue into a story   5C5

Standard IXL skills

Summarize 1. Use key details to determine the main idea   LMZ

Apply Genre Criteria 1. Read poetry   FWZ

Vocabulary Strategies Context clues
1. Find synonyms in context   NZD

2. Find antonyms in context   2LH

Prefixes and suffixes
3. Identify base words, prefixes, and suffixes   8F6

Graphic Strategies 1. Use text features   MKE
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Scale Score: 599–615
 

Make Connections 1. Similes with pictures   U8G

Writing Development Topic sentences
1. Select the detail that does not support the topic

sentence   WXK

Author's purpose
2. Choose the text that matches the writer's

purpose   Y9R

Descriptive details
3. Choose the sensory details that match the

picture   HEE

Linking words
4. Use linking words to complete a passage   YJC

Sentence variety
5. Combine sentences: subjects   JUH

6. Combine sentences: predicates   U72

Sentence order
7. Put the sentences in order   5SF

Opinion writing
8. Complete the fact and opinion sentences   79N

9. Complete the opinion passage with an
example   GF5

10. Complete the opinion passage with a
reason   5UN

Standard IXL skills

Summarize 1. Use key details to determine the main idea   LMZ

Apply Genre Criteria Literary text
1. Read poetry   FWZ

2. Identify the narrative point of view   BDJ

Informational text
3. Use academic vocabulary in context   MYW
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Vocabulary Strategies Context clues
1. Use context to identify the meaning of a

word   TJQ

Prefixes and suffixes
2. Determine the meaning of a word with pre-, re-,

or mis-   KQY

3. Use the prefixes pre-, re-, and mis-   JBV

4. Determine the meaning of a word with -ful or
-less   6TR

5. Prefixes and suffixes: review   5ES

Graphic Strategies 1. Read graphic organizers   6T3

Make Connections Similes and metaphors
1. Similes and metaphors with pictures   NVG

2. Determine the meaning of similes   HCJ

Problems and solutions
3. Match problems with their solutions   XEZ

Writing Development Main idea
1. Organize information by main idea   B9K

Topic sentences
2. Choose topic sentences for narrative

paragraphs   YME

3. Choose topic sentences for expository
paragraphs   AQZ

Descriptive details
4. Add descriptive details to sentences   V7X

5. Revise the sentence using a stronger verb   LZV

6. Insert dialogue into a story   EHM

Sentence variety
7. Combine sentences: subjects and

predicates   LFD

8. Rewrite sentences using introductory
elements   MF2

9. Create varied sentences based on models   42G
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Scale Score: 616–627
 

Opinion writing
10. Complete the opinion-reason-example

table   YRX

Standard IXL skills

Summarize 1. Summarize a story   8XW

Apply Genre Criteria 1. Identify story elements   CXN

Vocabulary Strategies Context clues
1. Find synonyms in context   5HG

2. Find antonyms in context   2TH

3. Determine the meaning of domain-specific
words with pictures   8FA

Prefixes
4. Determine the meaning of a word with pre-, re-,

or mis-   QR5

5. Use the prefixes pre-, re-, and mis-   ZAK

Suffixes
6. Determine the meaning of a word with -ful or

-less   SVF

7. Determine the meaning of a word with -ly or
-ness   XPG

8. Determine the meaning of a word with -able or -
ment   8L8

Prefixes and suffixes
9. Identify base words, prefixes, and suffixes   KTZ

10. Word pattern analogies   TQL

Greek and Latin roots
11. Use Greek and Latin roots as clues to the

meanings of words   TE5

Graphic Strategies 1. Use text features   FZ7

Make Connections 1. Compare information from two informational
texts   DNH
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Utilize Structure 1. Determine the order of events in informational
texts   ZXC

2. Match causes with effects   76M

Reading Strategies Fiction
1. Use actions and dialogue to understand

characters   PQQ

2. Make predictions about a story   FWT

Nonfiction
3. Use key details to determine the main idea   NHQ

4. Identify the author's purpose: mixed media   BWA

5. Use text features   FZ7
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